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Year group: 8 
 

Term: Spring 
  

Unit duration: 6 
Weeks 

Number of lessons: 8 
 

Unit title:  Weather and Climate 
Assessment outcome: A short answer exam assessing the knowledge and skills 
covered in the unit.  
 

Fertile question? How does weather and climate affect our lives? 

RECOVERY CURRICULUM key knowledge and skills that should be revised 
throughout this unit.  

Start 
RAG 

End  
RAG  

Resources to support consolidate of this 
knowledge 

1. What components make up weather?       
Google Classroom 
BBC Bitesize 
Teachitgeography.co.uk 

2. How does weather affect different locations around the world?     
3. What factors cause different types of weather?     
4. How to read a climate graph.     

Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover  Start 
RAG 

End  
RAG  

Key vocabulary/subject terminology that students 
should cover 
 

1. Temperature 
2. Precipitation 
3. Air pressure 
4. Wind speed 
5. Wind direction 
6. Cloud cover 
7. Visibility 
8. Warm front 
9. Cold front 
10. Depression  

By the end of the scheme you should be able to: 
1. How are the variables of weather measured?     
2. What are the three different kinds of rainfall and how does each form?     
3. What kind of weather is linked with low pressure, high pressure in 

summer and high pressure in winter? 
   

4. Why can the weather in the UK change very quickly?     
5. How would you show a warm front, a cold front and a depression on a 

weather map? 
   

6. What kinds of things can satellite images tell us about the weather?     
7. What’s the difference between weather and climate?     
8. What’s a climate graph, and how do I draw one?     

Stretch. Key skills/concepts/knowledge that students should cover 
 

1. Using vocabulary accurately and consistently. 
2. Assessing the most impactful factors of climate. 
3. Evaluating how climate affects humans’ lives.  
4. Examining the social, economic and environmental effects of climate on 

humans.  

   
 
 

Suggested materials teachers: 
- KS3 Geog 2  

Key home learning tasks students should complete 
Home Learning to be set at the end of each lesson. 


